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Quarterly Webinar

Blue Economy
Date: 30th March 2022

9AM and 4PM CET (Geneva)

Guest speakers

▪ Sara Lovisolo, Euronext

▪ Karla Martinez Toral, UNEP-FI

▪ Suzanne Johnson, UN Global Compact

SSE Team

▪ Anthony Miller

▪ Lisa Remke
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Agenda

Please feel free to share ideas, feedback, updates and questions at any point during the call 

(via chat function or via audio connection) 

1. Welcome & Housekeeping instructions

2. Introduction: What is the “Blue Economy”

3. Opening Statements & Introduction

▪ Karla Martinez Toral, Sustainable Blue Economy Program

Consultant, UNEP-FI

▪ Sara Lovisolo, Head of Group ESG, Euronext

4. Open Floor Discussion

5. Closing Remarks
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Housekeeping

▪ During the presentations, you can 

ask questions and provide 

comments at any time by using the 

chat function.

We will ensure that questions get 

answered during the Open Floor 

discussion.

▪ Please use the hand symbol to 

indicate that you wish to speak 

during the Open Floor discussion.

The team will allow you to enable 

your video function while you 
speak.

Please feel free to share ideas, feedback, updates and questions at any point during the call 

(via chat function or via audio connection) 
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New SSE Partner Exchanges

The UN SSE recently welcomed 3 new exchanges: The Swiss SIX

Exchange, the Barbados Stock Exchange and the Muscat Stock

Exchange

Now 116 SSE Partner Exchanges!
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The Blue Economy

▪ Oceans cover around 70% of the Earth’s surface and contain

97% of the Earth’s water

→ Life on the planet depends on Oceans

• OECD data: More than three billion people rely directly on the

ocean for their livelihoods through fishing or tourism, but many

other sectors can also be impacted.

▪ While there are 5 named oceans (Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, Pacific

and Southern), they form one interconnected body of water

→ Destruction is ongoing: Global warming (“ocean warming”),

pollution, overfishing,

→ Any positive or negative impact on one Ocean sector may

impact another as well, so global solutions are required
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The Blue Economy

Definitions of the “Blue Economy”

▪ European Commission: "All economic activities related to oceans, seas and coasts. It covers a wide

range of interlinked established and emerging sectors.“

▪ World Bank: The blue economy is the "sustainable use of ocean resources for economic growth,

improved livelihoods, and jobs while preserving the health of ocean ecosystem.“

▪ The Center for the Blue Economy: “a widely used term (…) with three related but distinct meanings-

the overall contribution of the oceans to economies, the need to address the environmental and

ecological sustainability of the oceans, and the ocean economy as a growth opportunity for both

developed and developing countries."
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The Blue Economy
Why should exchanges and their stakeholders care?

→ As with climate change, changes to the oceans can impact whole

ecosystems on which life depends

→ Many issuers’ business models may be impacted by these changes,

leading to systemic market risks

What can exchanges and their stakeholders do?

→ Raise awareness, promote disclosure, get involved in existing

initiatives, explore new blue economy themed products

→ Learn more about the dependency of their market on natural

resources and ocean resources in particular, promote risk mitigation
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UNEP-FI 
Sustainable Blue Economy
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Euronext
The Blue Challenge
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Open Floor Discussion

Please ask your questions using the chat

function
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SSE Secretariat Updates

New gender equality guidance published! Find it under: 

sseinitiative.org/publications/ 

Online ESG guidance database: SSEinitiative.org/esg-guidance-database.

We are continually updating the database, so please do share with us any

new ESG guidance documents.

Due to high demand: Extension of the free TCFD training to issuers, in

partnership with exchanges. Contact us for more info and to book a session

for your market.

The SSE is collaborating with the Net Zero Financial Service Providers

Alliance on net zero targets for exchanges. Contact the SSE team for more

information!

https://sseinitiative.org/esg-guidance-database/
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SSE Official Supporters

Thank you, 2021 Official Supporters!

We will soon be updating our website to welcome our new Official 

Supporters for 2022

If your organisation wishes to support the SSE or if you would like 

to learn more about our Supporters program, please reach out to 

the team. 
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Thank you! 


